A stark incongruity in the treatment of academic scholarship persists on many U.S. campuses today. Faculty authors are generally free to publish in whatever vehicle suits their needs and goals, while also expected (or mandated) to deposit their works in the open access university repository. By contrast, graduate students typically must send their scholarship to a single commercial publisher for toll-access, while also required to submit their works to the university repository.
1,2,3 For faculty, values of academic freedom, author rights, and disciplinary best practices govern their publishing choices. For graduate students, compliance with ProQuest submission mandates is necessary to graduate.
Exploring the reasons for treating our newest scholars so differently from their faculty advisors is beyond the scope of this column. Instead, the focus here is on those institutions that have recognized the importance of student publishing choice as a pedagogical and ethical value. This article highlights examples where graduation requirements have changed to better serve all authors on campus, while also benefitting readers who find value in students' unique works of scholarship. The author's sole aim is to spur discussion on U.S. campuses about electronic thesis and dissertation (ETD) submission and dissemination practices in order to advance graduate education and to improve worldwide access to graduate research.
ProQuest mandates for ETDs no doubt come from well-intended university administrators. But student reactions to these policies appear to be mixed. Some want to market their works through an established dissertation reseller, attracted by the prospect of revenue from sales. This view was recently reflected by Ed.D. recipient Will Deyamport, tweeting his appreciation for possible royalties earned. 4 Other recent graduates tweet their pleasure at seeing their works "published," 5 evidently accepting ProQuest's claim that assigning an ISBN to the ETD equals publication. 6 Yet other students strongly oppose university policies mandating ProQuest submission, seeing a glaring contradiction to the values of the open access movement, where scholarly literature is expected to be "online, He received a waiver. The questionable benefits of ProQuest submission are also reflected by a graduate student in medical physics who posted to the Student Doctor Network Forum: 9 Microfilm is clearly obsolete at this point. Generally in physics, students will post their theses and dissertations to arXiv.org, which is considered the definitive repository of "non-journal" literature and e-prints. … I am considering filing a waiver request because it doesn't seem like a very good bang for the buck.
After an online exchange with a ProQuest representative, this student shared his happy ending:
After reading my letter, the dean not only granted my request, but met with the university level graduate committee and they have now removed the ProQuest requirement for all students. My main objection was that they were forcing the students into a commercial relationship with a third party (ProQuest) in order to graduate. Basically ProQuest offered the university a business deal with seemingly nice terms at the expense of the students, though I'm of the impression that the university never understood this.
Similar concerns are echoed in graduate students' tweets from across the country. 10 In light of student objections, some universities are reconsidering ETD policies to allow for student choice. For example, the new ETD program at Johns Hopkins University requires submission to the university repository but leaves ProQuest optional. This policy reflects the principles of the university's Ph.D. Board, who noted, "For some students, ProQuest adds value, so those students should be free to participate. But for other students, ProQuest represents an obstacle that should be removed." 11 The Georgia Institute of Technology switched to a ProQuest-optional policy in Fall 2012 after receiving complaints about the ProQuest agreement students were required to sign. As reported by Fred Rascoe, writing in the Journal of Librarianship and Scholarly Communication, librarians met with decision makers in the Graduate School and the Office of Legal Affairs "to discuss the implications of these complaints and decide on the policy. The Office of Legal Affairs gave input that there was no requirement to mandate students to enter into an agreement with ProQuest (or any other third party) as a condition of graduation."
12 Concerns about diminishing Georgia Tech's presence in the ProQuest database were assuaged with the recognition that their SMARTech repository held 100 percent of their theses and dissertations, while ProQuest held just 35 percent and "would never catch up." Georgia Tech came to the conclusion that not requiring submission to ProQuest "would not lead to any significant deficit in coverage, discoverability, or dissemination." 
14 Additionally, the list is starting to include schools that have historically allowed doctoral students to choose how to meet the university's requirement to publish their work, be it through ProQuest or elsewhere.
For example, the University of HawaiiManoa's policy states, "Students may publish through either ProQuest or an alternative publisher."
15 Not included on the list are another two major research universities that have verbally confirmed their recent change to ProQuest optional status, but whose written documentation is still in transition.
During campus discussions about changing ETD dissemination policy, the misconception that ProQuest is the only place to effectively search for and retrieve U.S. ETDs remains an issue that student-choice advocates frequently encounter and dispel. They point out that, vendor marketing claims and LibGuide descriptions to the contrary, the collection of U.S. graduate works developed by University Microfilms and its successor ProQuest is not, and has never been, complete. There are various reasons for this circumstance. First, coverage of U.S. master's theses by UMI/ProQuest has never been substantial. Although the Association of Research Libraries did, in the early 1950s, endorse microfilming as one effective method (among several) to distribute dissertations, members did not consider masters' theses worthy of the same treatment. 16 Second, not all universities have joined the UMI microfilming program, and those that have sometimes withhold dissertations.
Witness the case of Texas A&M, where library staff analyzed ProQuest dissertation holdings in advance of a digitization project and discovered several hundred titles missing from the company's vaults. Third, some institutions send only partial data. At MIT, for example, students must limit ProQuest submissions to just metadata and abstracts.
The ProQuest database is therefore missing more than 600 full-text works annually from that research powerhouse. Similarly, the University of Florida-the nation's third largest graduate program-policy allows (but does not require) metadata-only submission to ProQuest.
17
Given the growing trend in ProQuestoptional policies at top research universities, it seems clear that ProQuest coverage of U.S. ETDs is decreasing. Prior research established that UMI records for U.S. dissertations were not complete as of the early 1970s, 18 and more recent analysis confirms that the incompleteness of coverage persists today. 19 National Science Foundation data indicates that the total output of U.S. research dissertations between 1957 and 2011 equals 1,770,399 titles; searches in ProQuest's Digital Dissertations database retrieve only 901,478 full-text records-about 51 percent of the number produced nationally. ProQuest does hold minimal citation records for other ETDs not in full text, but the simple citation available for these works may be insufficient to support effective searching.
How can graduate students gain the greatest exposure for their scholarship in a post-ProQuest world? There are many effective options. Most common is dissemination through their university's own digital repository. Not only do ETDs in open access repositories see immediate exposure through search engines such as Google and Google Scholar, they also can be made harvestable by ETD-specific discovery platforms such as the Union Catalog of the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (ndltd.org) and the Open Access ETD portal (OATD.org). At some institutions, ETDs in the digital repository are also included in inter-institutional ETD databases such as OhioLink's ETD Center and Texas Digital Library's Texas ETD Repository.
Additionally, access to ETDs through federated scholarship services, such as Primo or Digital Commons Network, provide even greater reach. Finally, ready discovery of ETDs submitted to free popular scholarly sites such as Figshare, arXiv.org, SSRN, Academia.edu, or the author's own Web site or blog, enhances exposure to open access theses and dissertations.
The divide between campus interests in mandating ProQuest submission, and student preference for publishing choice, is a difficult one to bridge. Librarian roles may demand advocacy for open access to faculty works on the one hand and justification for toll access to graduate research on the other. Administrative pressures to sustain ProQuest mandates may continue to rise as the company strategically devises new services and tools marketed to campus deans and provosts. For example, the company's new Dissertation Dashboard Concept promises convenient displays of student productivity and ETD usage, 20 incentivizing administrators to continue requiring ProQuest submission to make these tools more effective for internal institutional uses. But whether or how concierge services from a commercial ETD reseller translate to better educational experiences or publishing successes for graduate students remains to be seen.
ETD author choice would seem to be a key component of quality graduate education in the age of open access. That view prevailed at the 2013 United States Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Association (USETDA) conference, where keynote speaker and Pomona College Professor Char Miller highlighted examples showing that open access publishing strengthens pedagogical objectives. It "grants privilege and power to student authors, gives them space to assert their intellectual agency, allows them to enter the academic conversation, and…maybe even alter some professorial paradigms." 21 Miller emphasized that students must have the capacity to produce and distribute their ideas and arguments with the same kind of open access that faculty enjoy. Why not allow them the same choices?
The principle of student choice in thesis dissemination was enthusiastically embraced at USETDA by the graduate school professionals and librarians in attendance. Perhaps it is time to extend the vision to all our campuses, reflecting our shared commitment to meaningful 21st-century education, academic freedom, and improving the scholarly communication system. 
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